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DISCLAIMER
Please study the following legal disclaimer section in full. It is incumbent upon an individual or entity (which henceforth

shall be inclusive) to comply with all legal, financial, tax and all other laws and to consult with a certified professional

before making any pertinent decision. All information contained herein is in no way exhaustive and does not constitute in

part or whole any contractual relationship, explicit or implied. It is our full intention that the information in this white paper

is accurate and up to date. However, all such information and materials including but not limited to products, services,

technical architecture, token distribution and company timelines are subject to change at any time without notice and can

never be considered part of a binding agreement or professional advice. New information will be made available for

private and public contributors and may appear outside of this white paper and is subject to all rules outlined in this

disclaimer. This white paper does not bind or compel any individual to enter into any contract, contribution, purchase, or

binding legal commitment. Furthermore, no sales, contract, cryptocurrency or any form of payment can be accepted

based upon this white paper. In addition, this white paper does not have any capacity to render any of the aforementioned

as binding legal commitments to the contribution of the whitepaper or any pertinent expectations. This white paper does

not constitute any form or opinion which can be considered advice or solicitation including but not limited to purchasing

our token, nor shall it be considered to play a part in any effect leading to- and including- a contract or investment

decision. The white paper has not been examined or approved by any regulatory authority or legal firm. All information in

this white paper is not subject to any law and cannot be taken under any regulatory or legal authority or any rules of

jurisdiction. It is hereby announced that its publication, distribution and dissemination do not apply to any laws, regulatory

requirements or rules



Prior to Defi
Technology

Compensation Gap, Lack of
Transparency and Intermediaries
Fees
Recurring Subscription Fees,
Centralization, and Ticketing
Issues.
The communication gap between
fans & athletes.
No infrastructure in tracking young
talents from third-world countries.

Post Defi
Technology

Incentives in $DSC/Cryptos to
athletes
Defi Ecosystem (Streaming,
Ticketing, Merchandise)
Building a networking hub with AR
technology for fans interaction with
athletes and integrate defi
community for Sports Brands.
EcoTRACK, which tracks young
talents from all over the world, and
bridges organizations without any
obstacles on DefiSports Blockchain.



DEFI INFRASTRUCTURE DEFI
ECOSYSTEM

COMMUNICATION HUB

Defi infrastructure is the solution to today's
problem, it creates transparency by
decentralization.

Athletes can save their incentives from
intermediaries from centralized infrastructure
which is commonly being used in today's world.

Fan's will have personal engagement through
decentralization and having the transparency to
meet their favorite athletes via socials.

This will solve, save and create a bridge of
transparency, communication, and networking.

Introducing an ecosystem that
decentralizes streaming licenses
while simultaneously allows
purchasing tickets, Buying
merchandise, and streaming
services of every sports event.

This will build a chain link with
multiple industries to create a Defi
Ecosystem.

Augmented Reality
communication hub for all types
of sports fans to get into the
AR/VR world to meet their
favourite athletes, watch the live
games or attend the launch of
new products by sports brands.

Building a digital future with Defi
Community.

Defi can change how businesses work and flourish

Solution



Features GAME PAGE = ARCADE
Competitive coin staking minigames that are
calibrated through artificial intelligence for the
optimal gaming experience. Users can install
the games on any Android Mobile application,
with users eligible to deposit and withdraw in
Cryptos.

MARKETPLACE = ECO STYSTEM
One-stop-shop decentralized Ecosystem which
simplifies access to the broadcasting of sports
services, merchandising, and ticketing.

NFT PLATFORM
Beautiful, priceless, and exclusive sports pieces
of art created by skilled creators on the
Premium NFT Platform. 
Content creators will be paid $DSC in
commission.



What is
DefiSportsCoin
Technology?
Gender inequitable pay, poor working climates,
and compensation gaps remain deep and
widespread. The centralized infrastructure
remains prominent in widening the gap
between sports, athletes, and fans.

With Defi infrastructure, it will build a bridge of
transparency, removing intermediaries and
bringing defi community to athletes and fans.



WIMBLEDON

Two

- Public Presale
- Launch on Pancake
- MARKETING
- SEO
- CMC/CG LISTING
- Athletes
- Blockchain Team
-FULL AUDIT WITH CERTIK

LE MANS

Four

- LAUNCH ON TOP 10 CEX
- SPONSORSHIPS
- DAPP
- BLOCKCHAIN TESTNET
- REVAMP LOGO
- REVAMP WEBSITE

MADISON SQUARE

Five

- BLOCKCHAIN LAUNCH
- AR/VR TECH
INTEGRATION
- ECOTRACK

LORDS

Three

- MARKETING AGENCY
- BLOCKCHAIN
DEVELOPMENT KICK OFF
- NFT
- MARKETPLACE
(ECOSYSTEM)
- RELAUNCH TO ERC20

The journey to success

Roadmap

COLOSSEUM

One

- COMMUNITY
- PARTNERSHIPS
- WEBSITE LAUNCH
- ADVISORS
- MEDIA COVERAGE
- GAMING 
- Listing Ads
- Whitelist
Privatesale 



10,000,000,000

TOTAL SUPPLY:

10 BILLION $DSC



The Smart Chain Mainnet

Token
Technology

BINANCE SMART CHAIN
$DSC is a native token of BSC, the smart
contract was deployed on 21st July 2021 during
the time of the B Conference among Elon Musk,
Jack Dorsey, and Cathie Woods.

CONTRACT ADDRESS
0x662cbbeb9872251a795f85648333be0dbfcad653

SECURITY FEATURES
 Ambassador wallet
 Association wallet
 Advisors Wallet
 Team Wallet

1.
2.
3.
4.

Their wallets are hardcoded with locked features
which you can verify by reading the codes on
Bscscan.

DURATION OF LOCK
Team & External parties
Their wallets are locked accordingly to the agreement
signed with DefiSports Holdings LLC.

Their wallets are locked between 3-5 years with a timer
that will release $DSC on a yearly basis.

Eg. 4 years contract - 1% supply (0.25% released annually)



As of July 2021

TOKENOMICS

Circulation Supply
40%

Ambassadors
20%

Team
15.1%

Association
10%

BitcoinMan™
5%

Advisors
5%

Gaming Pool
4.9%



Schedule Release



Launch of DefiSportsCoin, World's First Defi
Sports Coin.

Our Vision

Our vision is to build a better future for the world of sports, to achieve this
result, we are working on developing an ecosystem that incentivizes athletes
and supersedes the current infrastructure.

The system where technology breaks down the barriers between you and
those involved in sport.
DefiSports is building a disruptive ecosystem where you can interact directly
with your idols without being overlooked, or participate in remote events
using AR technology.

"My name is Justin and I hope that one day I can get to watch a game on
the other side of the world without having to pay Gold, 
That's why I support $DSC as it will make my dream come true".

 



 
Stop Dreaming and be like

Justin. 
#ShapeTheFuture..

 



AR/VR Integration in the world of sports.

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning technology will also flourish. 

Intelligent Automation will help simplify data analytics.

Cutting Edge Computing will also gain more interest as businesses adjust to new ways of
operating.

DevOps will be necessary for getting everything to work together efficiently.

Tech and the Future of
DefiSports.



Technology is changing the
world; it's changing our sport.

 
 ADAM SILVER



COO
https://www.linkedin.com/in/moustaphamasry

/
 

https://twitter.com/MasryMoustapha?s=20

Moustapha
CEO

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kevin-
bilal-478122120/

 
https://twitter.com/DefiKB

COMMUNICATION
https://www.linkedin.com/in/syed-

daniyal-saleem-b247621b7/
 

https://twitter.com/SyedDaniyalSal2

Daniyal
COMMUNICATION

https://www.linkedin.com/in/wessel
-schipper-8b0b0a215/

 
https://twitter.com/WesselRKS

Wessel

Alone we can do so little;
together we can do so much.

TEAM

Kevin

https://www.linkedin.com/in/moustaphamasry/
https://twitter.com/MasryMoustapha?s=20
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kevin-bilal-478122120/
https://twitter.com/DefiKB
https://www.linkedin.com/in/syed-daniyal-saleem-b247621b7/
https://twitter.com/SyedDaniyalSal2
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wessel-schipper-8b0b0a215/
https://twitter.com/WesselRKS


Advisor:

Herbert R. Sim
aka 

BitcoinMan™
 Advisor/Investor

Nair Abakar
Roving Ambassador of

Chad Republic
 Advisor/VP FIFA

 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nairab
akar/

https://twitter.com/nairabakar?

https://www.instagram.com/nair_a
bakar/

https://www.facebook.com/people/
Nair-Abakar/100045819426222/

 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/herber
tsim/

https://twitter.com/HerbertRSim

https://herbertrsim.com/

https://www.instagram.com/thebitc
oinman/?

https://www.linkedin.com/in/herbertsim/
https://www.instagram.com/nair_abakar/
https://www.facebook.com/people/Nair-Abakar/100045819426222/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/herbertsim/
https://twitter.com/HerbertRSim
https://herbertrsim.com/
https://www.instagram.com/thebitcoinman/


Send it to us! We hope you learned something new.

Do you have
any questions?

Official Website: https://www.defisportscoin.com/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/DefiSportsCoin

Telegram: https://t.me/DefiSports

Email: Support@defisportscoin.com

https://www.defisportscoin.com/
https://twitter.com/DefiSportsCoin
https://t.me/DefiSports

